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AVYANNA 
 
Avyanna is by a horse universally accepted as the world’s leading sire, out of a 
champion racemare. She is offered carrying a foal by a red-hot young sire whose first 
crop includes this year’s Kentucky Derby (gr. I) winner. 
 
Avyanna’s sire, Galileo, was not only a classic winning champion at the racetrack, but 
has been compiling a record at stud that could eventually see him eclipse his own 
sire, Sadler’s Wells, as perhaps the greatest stallion of all time. Eight times Champion 
Sire in England and Ireland, Galileo has sired 258 stakes winners, 165 group or 
graded winners, and 70 group or grade one winners. Among them are the peerless 
Frankel, and other such champions and classic winners as Australia, New Approach, 
Teofilo, Ruler Of The World, Churchill, Capri, Gleneagles, Golden Lilac, Highland Reel, 
Minding, and Found. He promises to become just as influential as a broodmare sire, 
and his daughters are already dams of 79 stakes winners, 48 group or graded, 14 
group or grade one.  
 
Her dam, My Emma, was a highweighted older filly in France, and her victories 
included the Prix Vermeille (gr. I) and Yorkshire Oaks (gr. I). She is dam of stakes 
winner and co-highweighted filly Moments of Joy, of group placed Admiral of The 
Red, a full brother to Avyanna, and of stakes placed Light of Morn. She also appears 
as the granddam of Avayanna’s three-quarters brother, Mizzou, a group winner and 
group one placed, and of her group placed three-quarters sisters Eternal Bounty and 
Unity (herself dam of stakes winner Crimean Tarter).  
 
My Emma is half-sister to champion Classic Cliché, classic winner of five group 
events, including the St. Leger (gr. I) and Ascot Gold Cup (gr. I); to stakes placed 
Threatening, dam of group winning two-year-old Mutinyonthebounty (by Galileo’s 
sire, Sadler’s Wells); and to Lust, the dam of stakes winner Screwdriver, and 
granddam of Jioconda, a stakes winner who is dam of My Emma’s close relatives – 
both by Marju – Satono Crown, successful in the Takarazuka Kinen (gr. I) and Hong 
Kong Vase (gr. I), and the Cheveley Park Stakes (gr. I) victress Lightening Pearl. 
 
Avyanna is offered in foal to the extremely exciting young sire, Bodemeister. A near 
10-length winner of the Arkansas Derby (gr. I), Bodemeister produced thrilling place-
running efforts in both the Kentucky Derby (gr. I) and Preakness Stakes (gr. I). 
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Currently the Leading Second Season Sire of 2017, Bodemeister is off to a 
tremendous start at stud, his first runners including the Kentucky Derby (gr. I) victor 
Always Dreaming and multiple graded winning sprint star American Anthem.  

 


